Abstract. We describe and characterize an improved implementation of ETD on a modified hybrid linear ion trap-Orbitrap instrument. Instead of performing ETD in the mass-analyzing quadrupole linear ion trap (A-QLT), the instrument collision cell was modified to enable ETD. We partitioned the collision cell into a multisection rf ion storage and transfer device to enable injection and simultaneous separate storage of precursor and reagent ions. Application of a secondary (axial) confinement voltage to the cell end lens electrodes enables charge-sign independent trapping for ion-ion reactions. The approximately 2-fold higher quadrupole field frequency of this cell relative to that of the A-QLT enables higher reagent ion densities and correspondingly faster ETD reactions, and, with the collision cell's longer axial dimensions, larger populations of precursor ions may be reacted. The higher ion capacity of the collision cell permits the accumulation and reaction of multiple full loads of precursor ions from the A-QLT followed by FT Orbitrap m/z analysis of the ETD product ions. This extends the intra-scan dynamic range by increasing the maximum number of product ions in a single MS/MS event. For analyses of large peptide/small protein precursor cations, this reduces or eliminates the need for spectral averaging to achieve acceptable ETD product ion signal-to-noise levels. Using larger ion populations, we demonstrate improvements in protein sequence coverage and aggregate protein identifications in LC-MS/MS analysis of intact protein species as compared to the standard ETD implementation.
Introduction
E lectron capture and electron transfer dissociation (ECD and ETD, respectively), are unique in their proclivity to cleave the inter-residue N-C α bonds of peptides with relative indifference to amino acid composition [1] [2] [3] . In addition, both reactions become faster and more efficient as precursor charge increases. These unique features have enabled researchers to study large, highly charged protein molecules that were previously difficult or impossible to characterize using dissociation methods involving vibrational activation [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Electron transfer dissociation has been demonstrated on a variety of single and multiple mass analyzer instruments including quadrupole ion trap [1, 2] , triple quadrupole [8, 9] , quadrupole-time-of-flight (Q-TOF) [10] [11] [12] [13] , linear ion trapOrbitrap [14, 15] , and quadrupole-FT-ICR instruments [16] . With this variety of instrument types, there has been a corresponding diversity in the ion confinement devices Christopher M. Rose and Jason D. Russell contributed equally to this work.
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Correspondence to: Joshua J. Coon; e-mail: jcoon@chem.wisc.edu wherein the ETD reaction has been performed. ETD reactions have been performed in Paul Traps (3D rf quadrupole ion traps) [17] [18] [19] , linear rf multipole ion traps (linear quadrupole and hexapole traps) [8, 9, 16] , and rf ion pipes (rf stacked ring ion guides) [10] . The more successful implementations of ETD, including all of the commercial implementations, involve trapping of reagent ions.
The types of traps used for ETD have primarily been determined by what preexisting instrument ion path component could be conveniently and effectively modified and repurposed to perform ETD without compromising its usual function. This means ETD is mostly performed within ion traps whose design was optimized for mass analysis, or within ion guides (usually designed and optimized originally for use as collision cells), which are converted into linear ion traps by altering the applied voltages. The first implementation of ETD involving FT Orbitrap analysis of product ions utilized a modified commercial hybrid quadrupole linear ion trap-Orbitrap instrument, LTQ Orbitrap XL [14] . In that and subsequent commercial implementations of ETD on hybrid QLT-Orbitrap instruments, the ETD reaction was conducted in the quadrupole linear ion trap m/z analyzer (A-QLT) in a substantially identical manner to how it was performed with the corresponding commercial standalone quadrupole linear ion trap instruments. The overall approach has been little altered from that used for the original demonstration of ETD [2] . Features of an ideal implementation of ETD would include efficient accumulation of both precursor cations and reagent anions, minimization of ETD reaction times, complete control of the initiation and subsequent quenching of ETD reactions, ability to expose precursor ions to IR activation before and during the ETD reaction, high trapping capacity for both precursor and reagent ions, retention of widest possible m/z range of product ions and efficient transfer of product ions to the m/z analyzer.
The introduction of a quadrupole collision cell into the designs of recent generations of commercial hybrid QLTOrbitrap instruments [20] offers the opportunity to perform ETD in a device better suited for ion-ion reactions than a quadrupole ion trap of design specifically optimized for m/z analysis. Here, we describe a modified hybrid dual cell quadrupole linear ion trap-Orbitrap mass spectrometer, LTQ Orbitrap Velos ETD, (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen Germany). As presented previously at various scientific conferences [21, 22] we modified the standard rf quadrupole collision cell to enable ETD and activated-ion ETD (AI-ETD) [23, 24] as well as collision cell-type CID (HCD). This multi-dissociation cell (MDC) was created by partitioning the collision cell quadrupole ion guide into four segments with independently controllable DC biases. This partitioning of the cell enables injection and simultaneous separate storage of precursor cations and reagent anions. Provision was also made for the application of secondary rf (axial) confinement voltage to the cell end plate lens electrodes to enable charge-sign independent trapping (CSIT) during the ETD reaction. The approximately 2-fold higher operating quadrupole field frequency of this cell, relative to that of the A-QLT, enables higher reagent ion densities and correspondingly higher ETD reaction rates. The higher trapping field frequency, in combination with the collision cell's longer axial dimensions, permits reaction of larger populations of precursor ions. These modifications have not compromised the function of the MDC as a conventional collision cell. Conversion from operation of as a collision cell to an ETD reaction cell is accomplished solely by altering the voltages applied to the device's electrode.
In addition to facilitating faster ion-ion reactions, the MDC enables advanced scan functions; for example, multiple loads of precursor ions can be injected into the MDC, allowing for very large ion populations (~5×10 6 charges) to be accumulated prior to ETD activation. Similar scan functions have recently been described, during which multiple loads of precursor cations were injected into an FT-ICR prior to ECD activation [25] [26] [27] . These scan functions are particularly well suited for top-down analysis, as analysis of even modest-sized whole proteins typically necessitates spectral averaging, requiring long acquisition times. Using the MDC, it is possible to instead use multiple cycles of ion injection, isolation, and transfer to the MDC, to accumulate a large precursor ion population. Following the multiple cycles of precursor accumulation, single ETD activation and m/z analysis events are performed. We demonstrate this procedure decreases the overall time required to obtain high quality ETD spectra of large peptides or proteins. We directly compare analytical figures of merit for ETD performed in the MDC against ETD performed in the A-QLT pertaining to product ion generation, signal-to-noise, ion statistics, MS/MS duty cycle, and top-down LC-MS/MS data quality and quantity. Our results illustrate substantial improvements in protein sequence coverage and aggregate protein identifications facilitated by interrogating large precursor populations using multi-dissociation cell ETD.
Experimental

Mass Spectrometry Instrumentation
All experiments were performed on an ETD-enabled, hybrid, dual cell-quadrupole ion trap-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Velos-Orbitrap, Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA). The primary modification was the installation of a modified multi-dissociation cell, MDC, in place of the preexisting collision (HCD) cell (Figure 1 ). The MDC retained the basic layout of the HCD cell it replaced, with its quadrupole ion guide having the same length and r 0 (2.75 mm). The rod electrodes of the MDC quadrupole were divided into four sections with lengths, starting from end of the closest to the C-Trap, of 19 mm, 48.45 mm, 47.65 mm, and 16.85 mm, respectively. New quadrupole electronics were installed, which could deliver sufficiently high rf voltages at 2365 kHz to provide for a low m/z cutoff of~90 Th (Mathieu q00.4 for m/z 202) during ETD reactions. Each section of the MDC quadrupole was driven by a separate filer of the of the new rf system's tuned circuit transformer coil permitting the sections to have independently controlled DC biases whilst having common applied RF voltages. An additional rf electronics system was used to provide rf up to~500 V 0-P at~1222 kHz to the MDC end lens plate electrodes to provide the axial confinement for charge sign independent trapping (CSIT) of ions during ETD reactions. To support the control of the MDC device's additional voltages and to enable newly possible scan functions, we extensively modified the instrument control code.
As there was no provision on the instrument for a direct pressure measurement of the MDC cell pressure, MDC cell pressure was set and monitored according its contribution to the Orbitrap chamber pressure as measured by a Penning ionization gauge (delta pressure). Typical MDC nitrogen pressure/flow settings for ETD experiments corresponded to a delta pressure of~0.3×10 -10 Torr for kinetics studies and 0.1×10 -10 Torr for protein analyses. For MS/MS events using FT analysis, the A-QLT performed most of its usual functions, namely accumulation, trapping, and isolation of precursor cations. Subsequent to isolation, cations were transmitted to the MDC. This sequence could be repeated several times, such that multiple populations of selected precursor cations would be delivered to the MDC. This multiple fill scheme increased the overall number of precursor ions subjected to ETD and, thus, product ions analyzed in each Orbitrap FT m/z analysis event. Following accumulation, cation precursors were sequestered in the front sections of the MDC, while the DC voltages of the back sections were set to positive values suitable for accumulation of ETD reagent anions. Anions generated in the reagent ion source were transmitted to and accumulated in the rear sections of the MDC. ETD was initiated by applying axial confining rf voltages to the end lenses of the MDC, and by setting all the DC bias voltage of the MDC to 0 V. The ETD reaction was quenched by setting the center two sections to negative DC offsets. Using the identical procedure for analysis of CID product ions produced in the collision cell, the ETD product ions were then transferred to the C-Trap and injected to the Orbitrap for FT m/z analysis.
In all experiments the radical anion of fluoranthene (m/z 202) was the primary ETD reagent ion. There was no provision for m/z selection of the reagent ions for ETD in the MDC so the fluoranthene radical anion comprised onlỹ 95 % of the reagent ions delivered to the MDC for ion-ion reactions. The other 5 % of the reagent ions were the fluoranthene nitrogen ion molecule reaction product anion, m/z 216, and various lower level background anions. The lack of purity of the reagent ion population would lead to somewhat more prominent, intact charge-reduced product m/z peaks produced by proton transfer reactions with the reagent impurity anions. Supplementary Figure 1 provides evidence of this occurring as reaction of the +15 histone H3.3 precursor in the MDC (10 multiple fills, 60 ms reaction time) produces a higher abundance of +13 and +14 charge-reduced precursors relative to the unreacted precursor than the same precursor is subjected to A-QLT ETD (10 microscans, 6 ms reaction time).
Sample Preparation
Recombinant, isotopically labeled ( 13 C 2 -leucine) human histone H3.3 was acquired through collaboration with New England BioLabs Inc. (Ipswich, MA, USA). Histones were desalted using 50 mg C 8 Sep-Pak cartridge (Waters Corp., Milford, MA, USA) and reconstituted in 50 % ACN with 0.2 % formic acid to a concentration of 5 pmol/μL for direct infusion experiments. Wild-type Saccharomyces cerevisiae was cultured, lysed, and protein was extracted as previously described [28] . Protein estimation on the supernatant was performed by BCA and diluted to 5 ug/uL with lysis buffer and stored at −80°C. Protein lysate was reduced with dithiothreitol (DTT) at 37°C for 30 min and alkylated with iodoacetamide for 45 min in the dark. Protein aliquots (30 μL diluted to 300 μL with lysis buffer) were passed through a 30 kDa nominal molecular weight centrifugal cutoff filter (Microcon YM-30; Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA, USA) to deplete high-molecular weight proteins. The eluate (~250 μL) was buffer-exchanged against three volumes of 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) in 5 % acetonitrile using a 5 kDa nominal molecular weight centrifugal cut-off filter (Spin-X UF; Corning Life Science, Corning, NY, USA). The retentate (~50 μL), enriched in proteins between approximately 5 and 30 kDa, was diluted to an estimated 1 μg/μL in exchange buffer.
MS/MS Parameters for LC Analyses
Orbitrap MS 1 analyses were performed with the 60 k resolution setting and three microscans (transient averaging) with an AGC target value of 1×10 6 charges. Orbitrap MS/ MS analyses with ETD conducted in the ion trap were performed at the 60 k resolution setting and six microscans (transient averaging) with an AGC target value of 5×10 5 charges. The ETD reagent AGC target value was 5×10 5 charges. Orbitrap MS/MS analyses with ETD conducted in the MDC were performed at the 60 k resolution setting and one microscan (no transient averaging) and six fills were used with each fill representing~5×10 5 charges (effective AGC target value of 3×10 6 charges). The ETD reagent AGC target value was 5×10 5 charges and the injection time calculated to reach this value was used for both A-QLT and MDC ETD; however, the actual reagent population in the MDC was estimated to be~1.0×10 6 -1.5×10 6 charges. The increase was related to improved transmission efficiency to the MDC relative to the A-QLT due to considerably fewer ion optical elements between the reagent ion source and the MDC than between the reagent ion source and the A-QLT.
Charge-state dependent reaction time scaling was custom coded into the instrument firmware with reaction times determined from prior LC scouting runs and optimized reaction times from protein infusion experiments. For example, for A-QLT ETD, a +5, +10, and +15 precursor populations were reacted for 17.5, 5.5, and 4.0 ms, respectively. The same charge states were reacted for 50, 28, and 16 ms, respectively, using MDC ETD. Unassigned charge states were allowed to be sampled for MS/MS, but +1, +2, and +3 charge states were excluded. Unassigned precursor charge states were assumed to be highly charged and were reacted for 3.5 ms (QLT ETD) or 6 ms (MDC ETD). MDC ETD reaction times are~3 -4× longer than A-QLT ETD reaction times because a larger number of ions (6-10×) are reacted during MDC ETD. However, this additional reaction time is negligible comparing multiple fills with microscans as each additional microscan consists of an ETD reaction followed by the collection of a transient (768 ms at 60 k resolving power).
The two most intense precursors were selected by datadependent analysis with dynamic exclusion enabled (exclusion time: 30 s, repeat count: one, exclusion width: ±1.5 Th). The isolation width for both ETD experiments was 5 Th to capture the entire precursor isotopic cluster and to limit isolation space charge effect. The first mass was fixed at m/z 225. The maximum MS and MS/MS ion injection times were set to 300 and 750 ms, respectively. The MS/MS max injection time was relatively long, compared with peptide analysis, but only~8 % of scans reached this value. Raw data files are available for download at http://www.chem. wisc.edu/~coon/Downloads/MDC%20Data/.
Liquid Chromatography
Micro-capillary columns with an integrated ESI emitter were manufactured as previously described [29] . Analytical columns were prepared from fused silica tubing (360 μm o.d. × 75 μm i.d.) slurry-packed to 15 cm in length with Magic C18AQ, 5 μm, 300 Å particles (Michrom Bioresources Inc., Auburn, CA, USA). Precolumns, with cast chemical frits, were made from 360 μm o.d.×75 μm i.d. fused silica and slurry-packed with 5 cm of the same material used for analytical columns [30] . Gradient elution was achieved using a nanoACQUQLTY Ultra Performance LC system (Waters Corp., Milford, MA, USA), with analytical flow rates of 300 nL min 
Automated Database Searching
Automated database searching was performed using ProSightPC 2.0 SP1 (Thermo Fisher) [31, 32] . Spectra were converted to neutral monoisotopic masses using the Xtract algorithm only considering product ions with S/N greater than 2.5 with a maximum charge of 20. Top-down spectra were searched against the "top_down_simple" Saccharomy-ces cerevisiae database downloaded from the ProSightPC database website (ftp://prosightpc.northwestern.edu/). The database contained 15,303 basic protein sequences with 29,050 protein forms. Searches were performed by first using the Absolute Mass search mode with a 3.0 Da precursor and 15 ppm fragment ion tolerances using monoisotopic masses. The minimum number of matching fragments to be considered for identification was set to 10. Spectra that failed to produce a protein-spectrum match or matches with E-value scores less than 10 -4 were searched in Biomarker mode with 10 ppm precursor and fragment ion tolerances with a minimum of 7 fragment ions for a proteinspectrum match. Include Modified Forms was enabled along with the Δm option in Biomarker mode.
Results and Discussion
Characterization of ETD in the Multi-dissociation Cell
The differing physical and operational parameters of the A-QLT and MDC, which have the potential to cause difference in ETD functionality would be the use of different damping/ collision gases and pressures (A-QLT: Helium at~3×10 -3 Torr, MDC: Nitrogen at 91×10 -3 Torr) [33] , the axial dimensions of the two devices (A-QLT:~62 mm, MDC: 133 mm), and quadrupole trapping field frequencies (A-QLT:1144 kHz , MDC: 2365 kHz).
The choice of nitrogen as the collision/damping gas rather than helium was driven by the desire to preserve the functionality of the MDC for collision cell type CID (HCD). Further the function of the C-Trap relies on being pressurized by nitrogen flowing from the MDC cell (or HCD cell). The damping/collision gas type and pressure potentially could influence the equilibrium reagent cloud radius and density and, therefore, the reaction kinetics. Gas type and pressure could also influence the rate of collisional cooling of the intact charge-reduced precursor ions after electron transfer and, therefore, influence the partitioning in the generation of ETD and ETnoD products. We made no effort characterize the extent of such effects for various MDC nitrogen pressures. The fixed helium pressure in the high pressure cell (HPC) of the A-QLT (~3×10 -3 Torr) was determined by the instrument's designers though co-optimization of ion injection and m/z isolation efficiency rather than any attribute specific to ETD. Similarly, the setting of the MDC nitrogen pressures for our work was determined by co-optimization of transfer efficiency from the A-QLT and the efficiency of transfer to the C-Trap and Orbitrap.
The greater length of the MDC cell (~133 mm) relative to the length of the HPC of dual cell A-QLT (~62 mm) has both advantageous and disadvantageous aspects. For comparable trapping field conditions (ion Mathieu q-value/ LMCO, field frequency, and damping gas type and pressure, etc.) increased axial dimension means that proportionally more reagent ions would be required to achieve a given reagent ion density, so injection times would be correspondingly longer. However, longer axial dimension increases the path length for collisional stabilization of injected ions and can lead to higher injection efficiency. In this specific instance, the ion optics path between the MDC cell and the reagent source contained far fewer elements than the path between the reagent source and the A-QLT (Figure 1e ). The efficiency of transfer of reagent ions was expected to be 2-to 4-fold higher to the MDC than to the HPC of the A-QLT. In our work, the injection times/Reagent Target settings (as determined by and set for the A-QLT) required to reach maximal ETD reaction rates were comparable or slightly lower for the MDC than for A-QLT (see below).
The different number and length of the segments between the two devices has an influence on the total number of precursor ions available for ETD. For ETD in the A-QLT the precursor ions are sequestered (trapped) in the front section of the three-section HPC quadrupole while the reagent ions were injected into the center section of the HPC. The front section of the three-section HPC quadrupole was~12 mm long with an r 0 of~4.75 mm. The relatively short length the front section (~12 mm) in combination with the device's r 0 (~4.75 mm) created a very restricted precursor trapping region (perhaps~3-5 mm length), which limited the storage (sequestration) space charge capacity to 3×10 5 to 1×10 6 charges. During ETD reagent ion injection and accumulation in the rear section of the MDC, the precursor ions were sequestered in the front two sections of the MDC (combined length~68 mm). The storage space charge capacity of these combined sections of the MDC quadrupole probably exceeded 6×10 6 charges. The different quadrupole trapping field frequencies would account for the large differences in the ETD functionality between the A-QLT and the MDC. When operated with identical low m/z cutoffs, the MDC, with its higher quadrupole field frequency, should provide stronger radial confinement of ions and, thus, enable higher reagent ion cloud density for the same number of trapped reagent ions per unit length. For ETD reaction, in either device, the ETD reagent ion population was always in sufficient excess of precursor ion population ions, such that kinetics of the ETD reaction were pseudo first order. Under these conditions, population of precursor N p (t) ions would be expected to decay with reaction time, t, as
where [R] is the average number density of the portion of the reagent ion cloud that overlaps with the precursor ion cloud, and k is ETD ion-ion reaction rate constant. Based on the treatment of ion-ion kinetics of McLuckey et al. [34, 35] , we expect that the rate constant, k, could be expressed as
where Z p , m p , Z r , and m r are the charge states and masses of the precursor and reagent ion species, respectively, and the quantity c(|v|) is a function of the distribution the magnitude of differential velocities, |v|, of precursor and reagent ions in the overlapping ion clouds. In both the A-QLT and MDC, trapped ions are subject to large numbers of collisions with a collision/damping gas and are expected to assume near thermal velocity distributions [36] , so we assumed that c(|v|) was about the same for reactions in both devices. This is perhaps a dubious assumption as the factor c(|v|) varies as |v| -3 for overlapping ion clouds where |v| is uniform (crossed mono-energic beams). Thermal velocities vary with mass (m -½ ) so the rate constant, k, depends on m p and m r both explicitly and implicitly though c(|v|). Since the mass of the reagent anion (202 Da for the fluoranthene anion) was usually considerably smaller than the precursor peptide or protein cation masses (such as the 3+ angiotensin I cations (m/z p ≈ 433 Th, m p ≈1299 Da), k is relatively weakly dependent upon the precursor ion mass.
As all known ETD reagent anions are singly charged, ETD reaction rates will be primarily influenced by the precursor charge state (quadratic dependence), reagent ion mass, and the average number density of the portion of the reagent ion cloud that overlaps with the precursor ion cloud. For relatively low numbers of stored ions, the ion cloud diameter is determined by the kinetic energy of the trapped ions, the m/z of the ions and the trapping field intensity (for rf-only 2D quadrupole fields, this is compactly defined by ion's Mathieu q value) and the quadrupole trapping field frequency, f. For low numbers of trapped ions, implying the absence of significant effects because of mutual repulsion of ions (i.e., space charge effects), the average ion number density in the cloud scales proportionally with the number of trapped ions. Using the adiabatic theory of ion motion (pseudo-potential approximation) the maximum radius of ion motion, r max , for a given ion kinetic energy, KE avg , (averaged over an rf cycle) can be expressed as
where q ion and m ion are the Mathieu q and mass of the ion, respectively. This expression indicates that for a "low density" reagent ion cloud of fixed ion number with a near thermal distribution of kinetic energies and maintained at a fixed q in the field (i.e., operating with fixed LMCO), the cloud radius will vary as 1/f so the average number density of the ions in the cloud will vary as f 2 . As the number of trapped ions are further increased, ion-ion repulsion will cause the ion cloud to expand and the average number density in the ion cloud will grow less than linearly with trapped ion number. Eventually, further increases in trapped ion numbers will be accommodated completely by growth in the ion cloud radius without significant increase in ion number density in bulk of the ion cloud [36] . The estimated saturation number density, [N ion ] max , can be given as
where ε 0 is the permittivity of free space, e is the elemental charge, and Z ion is the ion charge state. Therefore, ETD reaction rates, k[R], in both the A-QLT and MDC were expected to increase linearly with reagent ion number (as controlled by the Reagent Target setting) for relatively low reagent ion numbers and then saturate at higher reagent ion numbers. We systematically measured ETD reaction rates of the 3+ cation of angiotensin I in both devices over wide range of Reagent Target settings. The low mass cutoff for all experiments was maintained at~m/z 89 so the reagent ion Mathieu q was always~0.4 during the reactions. The reaction rates were determined by a semilogarithmic least squares fit of the recorded abundance of the surviving precursor m/z peak as a function of reaction time. Both the A-QLT data and MDC kinetics data were in good qualitative match to the predictions based on adiabatic theory -linear increase with Reagent Target eventually saturating at a maximal reaction rate. The saturation reaction rate for the A-QLT was~50/s. For the MDC the maximal reaction rate was 130/s (Supplementary Figure 2) . According to adiabatic theory, the maximal ion densities should vary quadratically with trapping field frequency. We saw a~2.6-fold increase in reaction rates, rather than the predicted 4.3-fold increase expected based on the MDC and A-QLT frequencies. A Mathieu q-value of 0.4 is at the far upper limit for applicability of the adiabatic model, so high populations of reagent ions may been subject to a fair amount of rf heating in the MDC resulting in increased reagent velocities and a corresponding reduction in the magnitude of the c(|v|) term. The extent of this effect would likely be amplified by the use of the higher molecular weight collision/damping gas (nitrogen rather than helium). This could account for the lower than predicted increase in saturation reaction rate.
When analyzing whole protein MDC ETD data it was evident that a larger amount of charge reduced precursor exists as compared to A-QLT ETD. We suspect this is from the presence of the nitrogen adduct of Fluoranthene (m/z 216, which preferentially performs PTR. This adduct is usually removed during the reagent anion selection step when performing A-QLT ETD, but because the MDC is situated after the C-trap, there is no means for anion selection.
Characterization of Multiple Precursor Fills Scan Function
The isolation space charge limit in the A-QLT is~5×10 5 charges when isolating with a 3 Th window [37] . While both the activation and storage space charge capacities are manyfold larger [38] , the total charge of the precursor ion population is restricted to this value when ions are isolated and reacted in the in the same device. For Orbitrap FT analyses, 5×10 5 precursor charges are more than sufficient to produce peptide MS/MS spectra with high signal-to-noise; however, it is rarely adequate to produce quality MS/MS spectra of intact proteins without substantial signal (transient) averaging. A principle reason for this is the much larger number of potential backbone cleavages and the larger number of charge states for each the possible product ion structure. Further, product ions are of higher average molecular weight, which means that the signal for each product ion structure may be distributed across several isotopic m/z peaks as well as between different charge states. For ETD, which is relatively nonselective in backbone cleavage points, this means that that the number of different dissociation product ions (m/z peaks) grows faster than linearly with precursor molecular weight. The number of expected product ion m/z peaks of from a 15000 Da precursor ion, is well more than 10 fold greater than what expected to be produced from a 1500 Da precursor ion. The MDC has an estimated storage space charge limit of 2×10 7 charges, accommodating a precursor population many-fold greater than what can be isolated and then reacted in the A-QLT. To build up a large precursor ion population in the MDC for MS/MS, multiple loads of protein precursors are iteratively isolated in the A-QLT and transmitted to the MDC; a process we refer to as multiple fills (Supplementary Figure 3) . The ions are then activated in one ETD reaction with subsequent analysis in the Orbitrap. To investigate the utility of multiple fills, recombinant human histone H3.3 was infused and the +15 charge state (m/z 1015.2) was subjected to ETD conducted in the A-QLT (A-QLT ETD) or MDC (MDC ETD) ( Figure 2) . As a starting point, H3.3 was analyzed using A-QLT ETD with a 5×10 5 MS/MS automatic gain control (AGC) target value with product ion analysis in the Orbitrap (60 k resolving power, 6 ms activation) using 10 microscans (transient averaging). We then performed ETD in the MDC using 10 precursor fills (one fill≈5×10 5 charges) with product ion analysis in the Orbitrap using one microscan, or 10 fills with four Orbitrap microscans, corresponding to an equivalent per spectrum number of precursor charges (5×10 6 ) or similar acquisition time (~9 s), respectively. The activation duration for MDC ETD (60 ms) was scaled to generate approximately the same relative amount of intact charge-reduced precursor to unreacted precursor as was observed in the reference A-QLT ETD spectra (Figure 2b ). Note that MDC ETD activation could be reduced to 20-30 ms without appreciable decreases in product ion S/N (as computed by the data system). However, we determined that the ratio of chargereduced to unreacted precursor was a fair strategy to normalize for reaction completeness. The scan cycle depicting precursor injection, activation, and product ion analysis for each ETD MS/MS experiment is given in Figure 2a . The major contributor to the MS/MS cycle is the time required to record the ion image current signal transient for product ion m/z analysis in the Orbitrap (60 k res.0 768 ms) [39] . High MS and MS/MS resolving power is required to facilitate precursor mass determination and product ion assignment from the abundant and highly charged species generated from ETD. To increase product ion S/N for A-QLT ETD, multiple transients could be averaged, but at the expense of a corresponding increase in time required to obtain the product ion spectrum. By comparison, only a small time penalty is incurred by using multiple fills in increase product ion S/N for MDC ETD as the time required to accumulate, transmit, and store a load of precursor ions is relatively short (~50 ms for a fill of 5×10 5 charges) for these infusion experiments.
Product ions from the 600-900m/z range in the histone spectra were examined in detail to directly compare ETD MS/MS approaches detailed above (Figure 2b) . A-QLT ETD with 10 microscans produced 47 product ions (S/N≥3) in this region with an average S/N of 12. MDC ETD with 10 fills and one microscan generated 49 product ions (S/N≥3) with an average S/N of 14, while MDC ETD with 10 fills and four microscans produced 53 product ions (S/N≥3) with an average S/N of 27. For MDC ETD data quality was improved in terms of both product ion generation and S/N relative to A-QLT ETD. Superior S/N was achieved for MDC ETD with 10 fills and four microscans where more than half of the product ions had S/N916 (Figure 2c ). MDC ETD with 10 fills and one microscan also produced a higher quality MS/MS spectrum than A-QLT ETD with 10 microscans in~25 % of the scan cycle time.
Comparison of Multiple Precursor Fills and Transient Averaging
To characterize both the effect of the number of fills for MDC ETD and the effect of microscans for A-QLT ETD on product ion S/N, 10 representative product ions from the histone spectra were measured as the number of fills (with one microscan) or microscans were increased from two up to 10 ( Figure 3a fills. However, chemical noise from electrospray ionization is a major contributor to noise as measured by the system and increases with each fill decreasing the expected S/N by more than half [43] . Yet, the increase in product ion S/N per each additional fill for MDC ETD was more than double than that from each additional microscan for A-QLT ETD. After 10 microscans and more than 9 s of acquisition, the average product ion S/N was 20.2. Comparable S/N (18.3) was realized in less than 1.4 s using MDC ETD with two fills. An additional fill boosted the S/N to 24.7 in less than 1.5 s of total acquisition.
There is a limit to the number of fills that can be utilized for MDC ETD. The magnitude of the increase in product ion S/N diminished after nine fills in this experiment. In general, the S/N increase generally levels off at~10 fills for all MDC ETD experiments regardless of precursor attributes (charge state, m/z, length). We believe that this effect is due to the extraction space charge limit of the C-Trap because we expect storage space charge capacities of both the MDC and the C-Trap to exceed the~1×10 7 charges that would correspond to 10 fills.
Collecting microscans significantly lengthens the MS/MS duty cycle due to the time required to make multiple measurements of the time-domain signal transient. By comparison, the amount time required to accumulate additional fills is relatively small (Figure 3b ). For the infusion experiments, each consecutive microscan added an additional 880 ms to the time required to produce a MS/MS spectrum (effective scan time), whereas each consecutive fill added 50 ms. The highest quality data, however, was achieved through the use of both multiple fills and transient averaging. Minimization of effective scan time is not a primary concern for protein infusion experiments. Effective scan times of more than 8 s are unacceptably long for LC analyses of complex mixtures. This is where the MDC ETD/ multiple fills strategy has the greatest benefit.
Comparison of A-QLT and MDC ETD for Top Down LC-MS/MS
Proteins extracted from yeast lysate were filtered to remove proteins greater than 30 kDa, the current upper mass limit for routine analysis on this instrument type. To provide a direct comparison of the analysis of similar numbers of precursor charges the sample was analyzed in duplicate over an 80-min gradient using A-QLT ETD with six microscans or MDC ETD with six fills and one microscan. Performing the ETD reaction in the MDC resulted in a 132 % increase in the number of protein-spectrum matches (PrSMs) identified, a 36 % increase in the number proteoforms identified, and a 36 % increase in the number of unique proteins (accession numbers) that could be confidently identified using ProSightPC (Figure 4a) . A distribution of all intact protein molecular weights can be found for both A-QLT and MDC ETD in Supplementary Figure 4 . Different charge states of the same proteoforms were identified multiple times, leading to the large difference in the number of PrSMs and proteoforms that were identified. The average elapsed MS/ Figure 4 . Results of LC-MS/MS analyses of yeast lysate enriched in proteins G30 kDa interrogated with either MDC ETD or A-QLT ETD (reported values are the average of duplicates) (a). MDC ETD facilitated the identification of more protein-spectrum matches (PrSMs), proteoforms, and unique protein accession numbers compared to A-QLT ETD. The 60S ribosomal protein L30 was identified with both MDC ETD (b) and A-QLT ETD (c). MDC ETD produced 71 % more fragment ions leading to a better E-value and better sequence coverage compared to A-QLT ETD using ProSightPC 2.0 SP1 for raw file processing and database searching MS scan times were 2.5 and 7.6 s for MDC ETD and A-QLT ETD, respectively. Clearly, performing MDC ETD for intact protein analysis is advantageous for LC analyses because of its shorter effective scan time.
In addition to shorter effective scan time, MDC ETD systematically produced spectra of higher signal-to-noise ratio. Spectral database correlation using ProSightPC relies upon the conversion of product ions to neutral monoisotopic masses through charge-state determination/deconvolution and deisotoping [31, 44, 45] . Critical to the correct assignment of monoisotopic masses is the ability to generate product ions with isotope distributions that match theoretical isotope distributions [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Determination of monoisotopic masses is confounded by low S/N and poor ion statistics. Low-level ions buried in the noise may never rise to a detectable level despite extensive transient averaging; however, these low-level ions may be boosted to a detectable level if the initial precursor ion population is sufficiently large as demonstrated in the histone infusion experiments. A portion of the ribosome spectrum generated by MDC ETD and A-QLT ETD is shown in Figure 5a . The isotope distribution from two product ions, c 24 3+ and c 46 5+ , were compared with the theoretical isotope distribution of each ion based upon the elemental composition of each (Figure 5b) . In both cases, product ions from MDC ETD have a greater number of isotopic peaks appearing above the instrument's applied S/N threshold and their relative heights more closely matched those of the theoretical distributions. The analysis of a larger product ion population, rather than performing transient averaging, led to better ion statistics and increased the intrascan dynamic range. Improved ion statistics and intrascan dynamic range also improve the automated detection of isotopic clusters and aid in the ability to perform peak subtraction of overlapping product ion isotopic clusters to make use of all of analytical information available in the MS/MS spectrum [49] .
For example, the 60S ribosomal protein L30 (11.3 kDa, accession no. A6ZUW4) was identified with both MDC ETD and A-QLT ETD at 1.41 and 1.44 ppm mass error, respectively. Of the 206 possible protein backbone cleavages resulting in the production of c-and z
• -type product ions, 65 product ions were identified from the MDC ETD MS/MS spectrum compared with 38 for A-QLT ETD (Figure 4b, c) . The expectation-value (E-value) score for the MDC ETD spectrum is substantially improved, leading to a more confident match. 
Conclusions
By performing the ETD reactions in a multi-dissociation cell (MDC)-combination ETD and HCD cell-rather than in the analyzing quadruple linear ion trap (A-QLT), we have enabled ETD of 6-to 10-fold larger initial populations of precursor ions. Further, the~2-fold higher operating frequency of the MDC enables 2.4-fold higher reaction rates for reactions performed at comparable low mass cutoffs (LMCO). We have demonstrated an advanced scan function utilizing multiple cycles of precursor injection and isolation in the A-QLT followed by transfer to and accumulation in the MDC. There, this aggregated ion population is subjected to ETD and then extracted to the Orbitrap for high resolution m/z analysis. Using this multi-fill approach for LC-ETD-MS/ MS analysis of intact proteins yields more protein identifications with higher confidence because of the increased number and higher quality of MS/MS spectra. Further studies will continue a comparison of microscans (A-QLT ETD) and multiple fills (MDC ETD) on newer generation Orbitrap instruments that provide higher resolution for equivalent transient collection times [39, 52] .
